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TEACHER NOTES YouTube 

https://youtu.be/Tm25HpD1nD8


Copper sphere ( radius about 7.5cm)  
suspended from a rope 

Electroscope 

0-5kV EHT 
power supply 

0V Earth connection 

10V DC for  
electroscope lightbulb 

Hyperdemic needle flame probe on wooden 
stand (connect to gas supply) 

Calibration (lower) 
and measurements (upper) 
on masking tape strip. 

1.00m ruler taped to bench 

30m ruler 



Schematic and circuit diagram for flame probe electroscope experiment 

Goal: to show that the electric potential V varies inversely with distance r from the centre of 
an isolated charged sphere (when outside the sphere). 



Connected to (i) EHT supply during 
calibration or (ii) flame probe during 
measurement 
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needle 
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Repelled needle 

Ground 

Lightbulb to result 
in shadow of needle on 
opaque screen 

Connected to 
electroscope cap 



Align flame probe with centre of 
copper sphere. 
 
Move wooden holder up to about 
40cm away from the sphere 
(radius about 7.5cm). Measure 
using straight edge of holder 
base. 
 



Connect to Earth (E) marked terminal on electroscope 

Use shrouded connectors to minimize possibility of high voltage shock 

Don’t connect across 10 mega-ohm resistors (i.e. the lower red and black terminals). 
The electroscope will leak charge a bit, and the charging time will be annoying long 
if you use the high resistances. You may find the electroscope needle can’t maintain 
its position at a given flame probe position otherwise. 



About 10V DC to light up the electroscope bulb 



Schematic and circuit diagram for flame probe electroscope experiment 

Goal: to show that the electric potential V varies inversely with distance r from the centre of 
an isolated charged sphere (when outside the sphere). 



Photograph calibration and measurement electroscope 
deflection markings. Then measure off laptop screen and apply 
an empirical fit to determine the voltage. 

Calibration 

Flame probe 
measurements 
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